CALIFORNIA LEGAL TRUCKS

TRUCK TRACTOR & SEMI-TRAILER

65' max. vehicle combination, VC 35401(a)

See diagram "Semi-Trailers"

75' max. overall, VC 35411(a)

MOTOR TRUCK & SEMI-TRAILER

65' max. vehicle combination, VC 35401(a)

See diagram "Semi-Trailers"

If greater than 2'

then

may use a sliding fifth wheel to extend to 67'6" max. vehicle combination when traveling 35 mph or less on any highway, except a freeway.

VC 35402(e)

75' max. overall, VC 35411(a)

MOTOR TRUCK & TRAILER

65' max. vehicle combination, VC 35401(a)

May use a sliding drawbar to extend to 67'6" max. vehicle combination when traveling 35 mph or less on any highway, except a freeway.

VC 35402(e)

75' max. overall, VC 35411(a)